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Abstract

In the past two decades a lot of different formats for molecules and reactions
have been created. These formats were mostly developed for the purposes of
identifiers, representation, classification, analysis and data exchange. A lot of
efforts ha ve been made on molecule formats but only few for reactions where the
endeavors have been made mostly by companies leading to proprietary formats.
Here, we developed a new open-source format which allows to encode and
decode a reaction into multi-layers machine readable code, which aggregates
reactants and products into a condensed graph of reaction (CGR). This format is
flexible and can be used in a context of reaction similarity searching and
classification. It is also designed for database organization, machine learning
applications and as a new transform reaction language.
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Introduction

Different proprietary and open formats for reactions have been invented over the

past 50 years. The first reaction format can probably be attributed to E.J. Corey

and W.T. Wipke. They implemented a format based on rules to generate new

molecules and integrated it in the first computer-aided organic synthesis program:

OCSS (Organic Chemical Simulation of Synthesis). [1] This project split to give

birth to LHASA (Logic and Heuristics Applied to Synthetic Analysis) [2, 3] [4]

and SECS (Simulation and Evaluation of Chemical Synthesis) [5]. The LHASA

team designed the language CHMTRN (CHeMistryTRaNslator), while the SECS

group created the ALCHEM (A Language for CHEMistry) language. [6] After their

launch, diverse additional reaction transform languages came up along the imple-

mentation of programs such as CLASS and IGOR & IGOR2. However, the arrival

of SMILES (Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry System) in the late 1980s led

to the development of ReactionSMILES and SMIRKS (SMIles ReaKtion Specifi-

cation). These two formats were largely adopted by the community and are still

widely used nowadays. [7–10]

The work around reaction formats has also affected the need for representations and

identifiers for data exchange. In the 1990s, Molecular Design Limited (MDL) devel-

oped the Chemical Table file (CTfile) format. [11] In this context, the RXNfile and

RDfile formats were defined with the objective to store reaction data and quickly
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became a reference. RXNfile is used to store the structural information for the reac-

tants and products of a single reaction [11], while RDFile allows one to store a set of

RXNs with their associated data. [11] Since then, additional formats have emerged

or are under development such as XDfile, MRV, UDM, CMLReact, CDX/CDXML

and ReactionSPL. However, none of these formats succeeded in establishing itself

widely as the CTfile formats are still much more frequently used. Next to these rep-

resentations, work on reaction identifiers was also done. The Reaction International

Chemical Identifier (RInChI) [12], an application of InChI [13, 14] was recently

developed with the objective to offer a unique reaction identifier, which can help to

organize and validate reaction databases. [12]

Besides the formats specifically designed to describe reaction transforms and allow

easy data exchange, other more versatile formats have been developed in order to

try to offer more flexibility and be utilized in different contexts related to reactions.

In 1986, Fujita proposed the Imaginary Transition State (ITS) format, which aggre-

gates reactants and products inside a pseudo-molecule in which the bond changes

of a reaction are annotated. This pseudo-molecule was created to be used for the

purposes of reaction retrieval and design. [15] This format evolved and became

known as Condensed Graph of Reaction (CGR). Stored in an SD File, it is mainly

employed for machine learning applications, similarity search, and classification.

[16, 17] Recently, a SMIRKS-like format for CGR was implemented concomitant

with the development of Python-based tools to operate on them (CGRTools) [18].

However, this format cannot be used directly for, e.g., string-based comparisons

of reactions. Indeed, all analysis methods using it are based on molecular graph

coloration and molecular fragment generated from the CGR [17, 19–21]. Next to

the CGR format, three multi-layer formats considering the reaction center and the

neighbor atoms have been developed by J.L. Faulon, InfoChem and Elsevier. J.L.

Faulon created the reaction signature, where each reactant and product are de-

scribed as a tree without taking into account the bond type, and calculates the

difference between the reactant and products trees. [22] Despite the versatility of

this approach, the consideration of only the atom types and their simple connection

is a huge limitation. InfoChem developed the reaction ClassCode, which provides a

unique identifier (hash) for the reaction center and its two closest atom neighbor-

hood layers. [23] Similarly, Elsevier implemented the BINCODE, which computes,

using a pseudo-molecule, a linear string for each layer from the reaction center to

the deepest atom neighborhood layers. Each layer contains the atoms that compose

it and their connection tables. In addition, the BINCODE also encodes the bond

fate and the atom hybridization change. [24] While the ClassCode is limited to a

depth of 2 and is strict by its nature as an identifier, the BINCODE appears to offer

more flexibility. Indeed, it covers the complete reaction, and its nature as a string

allows some modifications for search purposes. However, the BINCODE was made

overly generalist by encoding elements into categories (e.g. the halogens Cl, Br, and

I have the same encoding). It therefore cannot be used to recover the entire reaction.

To overcome these limitations, we have developed a new format named Reaction-

Code, which is a multi-layer machine readable code. This open source format is
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canonical and designed to be flexible, upgradeable and versatile in order to be

applied in a broad range of applications. ReactionCode is particularly useful for

reaction similarity searching and classification, but is also conceived for machine

learning applications and as a new transform reaction language.

Methodology and Software

ReactionCode format

Structure

The ReactionCode is a multi-layer machine readable code, which is produced from

the aggregation of reactants and products into a condensed graph of reaction (CGR)

(Figure 1). The ReactionCode is organized into three blocks, which contain their

corresponding layers:

1 Reaction center

2 Atoms around the reaction center remaining in the product

3 Leaving atoms around the reaction center (if any)

Each layer is composed of a main sub-layer and up to three optional sub-layers,

which describes the stereochemistry, the charges, and the isotope, respectively. A

layer starts with a number if it illustrates the reaction center or the remaining group,

or a letter if it describes the leaving group. It is always terminated by the symbol ’|’.

Main sub-layer The main sub-layer is composed of 4 types of information: the

depth, the atom code, the connection table and the atom stoichiometry. This layer

starts with the depth followed by ’:’. The depth indicates the distance relative to the

reaction center. It is expressed in numbers for the reaction center and the remaining

group(s) and in letters for the leaving group(s). The atom code is composed of three

characters: the first indicates the highest status of the connected bonds encoded

using the hexadecimal system (Table S7), the two others encode the atom type

(Table S8). Each atom code is followed by a parenthesized connection table, which

indicates each bond connected to an atom with a lower index. A bond is encoded

by 4 characters: the 1st indicates the bond order in reactants, the 2d encodes the

bond order in products (Table S6) and the last two refer to the index of the other

atom connected to. The indices are encoded using the hexadecimal system for the

atoms to connect that are present in the blocks corresponding to the leaving group

(Table S1) and the indices of atoms in the two other blocks are encoded using a

lookup table (Table S2). Finally, the square brackets store the atom stoichiometry,

i.e. the number of times the same atom is in the products (Example in SI Figure S1).

Optional sub-layers The optional sub-layers qualify the atom and bond in their

corresponding layer. Only the sub-layer(s) where a change has to be made are writ-

ten directly after the end of the main sub-layer. The priority order is: 1) the charge

sub-layer (/c), 2) the stereochemistry sub-layer (/s) and 3) the isotope sub-layer

(/i) (Figure 3).
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1 Charge layer: The charge layer starts with /c and the charge information

is contained in a block containing the charged atom index (2 digits) and 2

characters encoding the charge. The first one encodes the state in reactants

and the second one the change in products (Table S3). E.g., in /c00HH, ”/c”

indicates that this layer contains charge information. It having 4 characters

means that 1 (4/4) atom has a charge. The only modification is: ”00HH”. 00

means that the entity at index 00, which is the atom ”008”, is modified. The

third character ”H” encodes a negative charge -1, which remains unchanged

in products as the fourth character is encoded by the same letter”H”.

2 Stereochemistry layer: The stereochemistry layer starts with /s and the rel-

ative information is contained in a block containing the atom or bond index

(2 digits), which has the corresponding stereochemistry modification and 2

characters encoding the stereochemistry in reactants by the first character

and in products by the second one (Tables S4 and S5). E.g., in /s01640364,

”/s” indicates that this layer contains stereochemistry information. It having 8

characters means that 2 (8/4) entities (atom(s) and/or bond(s)) have a stere-

ochemistry information. The two modifications are: ”0164” and ”0346”. The

first modification is encoded by the first 4 characters ”0164”. 01 means that

the entity at index 01, which is the bond ”11GV”, is modified. The third char-

acter ”4” encodes a DOWN bond in reactants, which becomes an UP bond in

products indicated by the fourth character ”6”. The next 4 characters 0364

modify the bond ”11GU” from UP to DOWN.

3 Isotope layer:The isotope layer starts with /i and the isotope information

is contained in a block containing the isotope atom index (2 digits) and 2

characters encoding the mass difference between the current isotope and the

reference. The first one is for the reactants and the second one for products

(Table S3). E.g., in /i00JJ02HH ”/i” indicates that this layer contains isotope

information. It having 8 characters means that 2 (8/4) atoms are isotopes. The

two modifications are: ”00JJ” and ”02HH”. 00 means that the entity at index

00, which is the atom ”008”, is modified. The third character ”J” encodes an

addition of 2 neutrons to the common isotope. 008 encodes an oxygen with 2

more neutrons, which means that the atom is an 18O. The fourth character

”H” is unchanged, which indicates that the atoms in products remains the

same isotope.

Encoding/Decoding process

One of the major strengths of ReactionCode is its capacity to be bidirectional: a

reaction encoded into ReactionCode can be easily partially or fully decoded to get

the reaction back (Figure 4).

In order to generate the ReactionCode, a mapped reaction is necessary. The first

step consists in annotating each atom and bond in reactants and products. Three

types of annotation are computed:

• atoms and bonds constituting the reaction center

• atoms and bonds present both in reactants and products, which are annotated

as the remaining group
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• atoms and bonds present in reactants but absent in products (if any), which

are annotated as the leaving group

Once the annotation part is finished, reactants and products are aggregated into

a CGR. Finally, the ReactionCode is generated from the CGR. Each atom of the

CGR is encoded and reverse-ranked by layers. The algorithm starts from the reac-

tion center, reverse-ranks each atom of this layer and makes the connection between

them. Then, a Breadth First Search (BFS) algorithm is used to obtain all the sur-

rounding atoms having a depth of 1. These atoms are separated into 2 layers: those

belonging to the remaining layer and those that are part of the leaving group. All

encoded atoms are reverse-ranked and the connections between each atom with the

current and the previous layer are established. The algorithm iterates this proce-

dure until all atoms have been visited (Figure 5).

The decoding process reconstructs the pseudo-molecule from the ReactionCode by

transforming each atom code into an atom object and making the bonds between

them. This step relies on the chemoinformatics Java libraries contained in CDK

(Chemistry Development Kit)[25]. Then, the pseudo-molecule is transformed into

reactants and products in order to get the original reaction back. The ReactionCode

is set up by default to recover a balanced reaction but the elements present in the

leaving group block could be ignored by the user in order to not have them in the

products.

ReactionCode software

Java powered by CDK was used to develop the software to generate the Reaction-

Code, to decode it, to make pseudo-molecules, and to use it as a new transform

language. All these functions can be easily used thanks to a CLI (command line

interface) and the JAR file can also be directly employed as an API by calling

the corresponding class. In addition, this tool has been successfully tested on open

source reaction dataset from the USPTO (https://bitbucket.org/dan2097/patent-

reaction-extraction/downloads), for which all reactions were successfully encoded.

Encoder The encoder allows one to produce the pseudo-molecules and Reaction-

Codes. It takes the most common formats as input: SMIRKS (single or a set of

SMIRKS in a file), RXN and RDF. The encoder can provide the pseudo-smiles in

SDF and in SMILES format and depict them. Finally, the generated ReactionCodes

are given in a CSV file.

Decoder The decoder allows one to get the original reaction back. The reactions

can be provided as reactionSMILES, SMIRKS, RXN, or RDF. They can also de-

picted as a PNG file. In addition, a partial reaction can be generated by giving the

layers of interest as input (Figure 6).

Transformer Thanks to the structure of ReactionCode, where each layer is only

dependent on its previous layers but independent from its subsequent layers, it can

be used as a transform language where the ReactionCode is transformed into a pat-

tern applied to a set of reactants (Figure 6). The transformer takes a complete or

partial ReactionCode (set of layers) and the reactants as a unique SMILES String or
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an SD file. The transformer will generate all unique possible products and outputs

them in reactionSMILES, SMIRKS, RXN, or RDF format.

Applications and Results

USPTO reaction data diversity analysis

The USPTO reaction dataset has been used in many machine learning approaches

for predicting reactions [26–29]. However, we know of no previous analysis to eval-

uate the diversity of this dataset. For this purpose, we have used the generated

ReactionCodes of each reaction in the USPTO dataset.

To evaluate the diversity, we split the ReactionCodes by incremental layers taking

into account a layer and all its previous layers and count the common occurrences.

The first part of the analysis consists of extracting all reaction center layers (depth

0) and reverse-sort them as a function of their frequency. In other words, the most

frequent reaction center is at the top of the list. Then, the next layers are then

processed in the same way until we reach a depth of 9, leading to the generation of

10 CSV files (see supplementary files). Each file starts with the letter ’d’ followed by

the depth and contains 2 columns: one with the partial ReactionCode and another

one with the number of occurrences (number of time this ReactionCode was found

in USPTO dataset).

The USPTO is formed of 479,035 reactions. Among these reactions, 9,532 different

reaction centers were identified by ReactionCode, i.e. our approach determines that

the UPSTO dataset contains 9532 reaction types. The 10 most-represented reac-

tion types in this dataset are found in 203776 (42.5%) of the reactions. 90% of the

USPTO dataset is covered by only 400 reaction types, which corresponds to 4.2%

of all reaction types identified in this dataset (Figure 7. We finally note that 4,607

reaction types (48.3%) are only represented by one single reaction in the USPTO

dataset.

Other applications of ReactionCode

ReactionCode is a format that can be used for multiple purposes. We describe a

few of them here.

Reaction balancing correction

Unbalanced reactions (typically, one or more molecules are missing in products)

are not uncommon in reaction databases. This can complicate or entirely throw off

analyses and work-up of reactions. As ReactionCode aggregates both reactants and

products, it can be used to restore the balance of a reaction by encoding and then

re-decoding the flawed reaction.

Searching for similar reactions

The ReactionCode is perfectly suited to search for similar reactions in a database as

it is in string format. In addition, a wild card can replace each figure or letter. This
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can be employed in order to match with any atom, or to ignore the bond order, or

any property desired by the user. The syntax of the ReactionCode thus provides

the user with a broad flexibility.

Reaction transform language

The ReactionCode is also designed as a new reaction transform language. One or

multiple layers can be used to match a set of reactants in order to generate all the

possible products and get all possible reactions. This can be easily done by using

our software. Note, however, that this approach does not incorporate any knowl-

edge about the actual synthetic accessibility of the proposed reaction (in contrast

to CHMTRN/PATRAN [30]) but operates strictly on the basis of pattern matching.

Classification

The structure by layers of the ReactionCode allows one to classify the reaction in

order to make statistical analyses, study the diversity or just to have an idea of the

contents of a database. A clusterization of reaction data can also be useful in the

context of machine learning, for trying to build the best possible training, testing,

and validation sets.

Machine Learning

The ReactionCode could be useful for machine learning applications as descriptors

or directly for reaction prediction by predicting one or multiple layers. The Re-

actionCode describes the reaction center and its neighboring environment, which

provides additional descriptors compared to current methods.

Compression

In the context of graph databases, the ReactionCode could be used as a tree struc-

ture where a node corresponds to a layer. This structure could improve the searching

process but also help save disk usage because only the unique layers are stored. This

structure permits one to retrieve and regenerate each reaction. Such a tree structure

could be used to develop a reaction encoding process. Each layer could be trans-

formed into a bit vector similarly to fingerprints used for molecules, which could

allow one to compress a reaction and speed up the reaction comparison process.

Discussion

USPTO analysis

The diversity analysis of the USPTO dataset showed that this database is covered

in the vast majority by only about 400 reaction types while conversely 48.3% of the

dataset consists of reactions that do not share a common reaction center with any

other reaction in the dataset. This analysis shows that the USPTO has an unbal-

anced diversity with some significantly over-represented reaction types, which may

explain the good accuracy of the models predicting reactions. However, as 48.3%

of the dataset consists of unique reactions, it may be wise to define an appropri-

ate strategy during training, testing and the validation of a predictive model. The
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unique reactions cannot be learned by ML (if they are in the validation dataset it

will decrease the score, if they are in the training set, they cannot be validated).

In other words, if one does not apply cross-validation, you cannot trust such mod-

els. We therefore hope that this first diversity analysis of the USPTO dataset via

ReactionCodes be helpful for better sampling during model-building and for future

implementations using the USPTO dataset.

Future developement

The ReactionCode was designed to be an upgradeable format. This format is open

to the community, which can submit a new version. For instance, the aromatic bonds

are encoded with the same character ”9”, which can fail to encode some tautomeric

reactions. In a lot of mapped reactions, the correspondence of the Kekule versions

in reactants and products is wrong, which will be considered as a change of the

molecule and integrated into the reaction center. To avoid this problem, it is safest

in most of the cases to adopt the aromatic annotation. However, if the user is sure

of his/her mapping, this parameter can be easily changed and the bond will be

encoded as single or double. Besides, it can be of interest to have the number of

hydrogens in the ReactionCode for tautomeric reaction studies. This can be easily

integrated into the reaction code by modifying one single parameter in the code.

Conclusion

ReactionCode has been implemented as a new, open source, versatile reaction for-

mat that avoids the drawbacks of others. The field of its possible applications is

large and we believe that it can be profitable for the community working on reac-

tions. Freely available and open source software has been developed to generate the

ReactionCode from a reaction format, to convert the ReactionCode to a reaction

format, and to use it as a reaction transform language. This program and the source

code are available at https://cactus.nci.nih.gov/reactioncode.
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Figures

Blocks:

The reaction centre
The atoms around the reaction centre remaining in products
The atoms around the reaction centre leaving (if present)

0:90E()[1]908(01GG)[1]708(10GG)[1]506(21GI)[1]506(12GJ)[1]|
1:006(11GJ)[1]006(11GG)[1]006(11GG)[1]006(11GG)[1]/i06II|
2:008(11GM)[1]008(11GM)[1]006(22GL)[1]006(11GL)[1]006(11GM)[1]
/c00HH/i00JJ02HH|

3:006(11GS)[1]006(11GU11GR)[1]/s00210212|
4:008(11GU)[1]006(11GV)[1]/s01640364|
5:006(11GW)[1]006(22GX)[1]006(11GX)[1]|
A:010(11GI)[1]|
B:008(2200)[1]008(2200)[1]006(1100)[1]|
C:009(1103)[1]009(1103)[1]009(1103)[1]| Charge sub-layer

Isotope sub-layer

Stereochemistry sub-
layer

1

234

5

2

1
B

C

A

0

Main sub-layer

Figure 1 ReactionCode structure The ReactionCode is composed of three blocks. The first one
describes the reaction center (shown in blue) and starts with ’0:’, which corresponds to depth 0.
The entire reaction center (atoms highlighted in gray) is always stored in this single layer. The
block in green illustrates the atoms around the reaction center that are still kept in the
product(s). This block can be composed of one or multiple layers and each layer starts with a
number followed by ’:’. The figure indicates the depth of the atoms present in this layer in relation
to the reaction center. The block shown in yellow encapsulates the atoms around the reaction
center which are absent in the product(s). This block can be composed of one or multiple layers
and each layer starts with a letter followed by ’:’. The figure indicates the depth of the atoms
present in this layer in relation to the reaction center. (The letter A means a depth equal to one.)
Each layer is terminated by a ’|’ symbol and is composed of a main sub-layer that starts after the :
symbol. The optional layers begin with the ’/’ symbol. /s characterizes the stereochemistry layer.
/c describes the charge layers. /i indicates the isotope layer.
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0:90E()[1]908(01GG)[1]708(10GG)[1]506(21GI)[1]506(12GJ)[1]|

Depth

Figures for remaining

Letters for leaving

Atom code (3 char)

1st: highest status of the connected bonds

2d and 3rd: Atomic number (hexadecimal)

Connection table (4 char)

1st: bond order in reactant

2d: bond order in product

3d and 4: index of the atom to connect 

with (see tables in annexes)

Atom repetition (Stoichiometry)

(this atom is 1 time in the product [1])

GG GH GI GJ GK

Figure 2 Main sub-layer composition A layer starts with its depth, which is the distance of its
atoms from the reaction center (which has depth = 0). The next three characters characterize the
atom. The first character indicates the highest bond status among all bonds connected to this
atom. (Table S7. For instance, the Si atom (90E) is connected by 4 single bonds: 2 are not part of
the reaction centre and are encoded by 0; 1 bond is broken, encoded by 7; and another one is
made, encoded by 9, which is the highest bond status. The two other characters encode the atom
symbol (Table S8). E.g., 0E stands for Si. The connection table is contained between the
brackets. Each bond in the connection table is encoded by 4 characters. E.g., the connection table
(11GU11GS) encodes 2 bonds. The first two characters indicate the bond order in reactants for
the first one and in products for the second one, respectively (Table S6). 01GG means a bond is
made with the atom at index GG. The last two characters represent the index of the other atom
to connect to (see Table S2 for the reaction center and the remaining group and Table S1 for the
leaving group). The square brackets store the atom stoichiometry, i.e. the number of times a same
atom is in the products (Example in SI Figure S1).

2:008(11GM)[1]008(11GM)[1]006(22GL)[1]006(11GL)[1]006(11GM)[1]/c00HH/i00JJ02HH|

4:008(11GU)[1]006(11GV)[1]/s01640364|

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

charge sub-layer index Isotope sub-layer index

modification

(see tables in annexes)

0 1 2 3

Stereochemistry sub-layer index

Figure 3 Optional sub-layer composition An optional sub-layer is directly located after the main
sub-layer. Such a code is composed by the symbol ’/’ followed by a letter and indicates the
modification (/c for charge, /i for isotope and /s for stereochemistry). Each block qualifying an
atom or a bond is composed of four characters. The first two characters are a number (2
characters) indicating the index (decimal system) of the entity (atom or bond) in the current layer
which has to be modified. The next 2 characters are encoding the change to apply to reactants
(first character) and products (second character) (for isotope and charge see table S3; for atom
stereochemistry see table S4; and for bond stereochemistry, see table S5).
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0:90E()[1]908(01GG)[1]708(10GG)[1]506(21GH)[1]506(12GJ)[1]|
1:006(11GJ)[1]006(11GG)[1]006(11GG)[1]006(11GG)[1]/i06II|
2:008(11GM)[1]008(11GM)[1]006(22GL)[1]006(11GL)[1]006(11GM)[1]
/c00HH/i00JJ02HH|

3:006(11GS)[1]006(11GU11GR)[1]/s00210212|
4:008(11GU)[1]006(11GV)[1]/s01640364|
5:006(11GW)[1]006(22GX)[1]006(11GX)[1]|
A:010(11GI)[1]|
B:008(2200)[1]008(2200)[1]006(1100)[1]|
C:009(1103)[1]009(1103)[1]009(1103)[1]|

E
N
C
O
D
IN
G

D
E
C
O
D
IN
G

Figure 4 Encoding and decoding process Encoding: The reactants and products of the mapped
reaction are aggregated into a pseudo-molecule. The bond changes are annotated: green for a
bond order change, blue for a bond made, and red for a bond broken. All atoms and bonds are
annotated as part of the reaction center (inside blue circle), remaining in the final product (green
circles), or leaving the final product (yellow circle). Finally, all atoms and bonds are encoded into
ReactionCode by layers starting from the reaction center to the outermost layer. Decoding: The
ReactionCode is transformed into a pseudo-molecule, which allows one to recover the initial
reaction.
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Encode all atoms and 

bonds

Reverse sorted layer

Are there 

any 
conflicts?

Conflict solver algorithm

Make connection table

Is there 

any other 
layer? 

Is there a 

previous 
layer?

Discriminate using the 

positions of connected 
atoms in the previous 

layer

Are they 

solved?

Discriminate using the 

connected bonds, atom 
properties and the 

positions of connected 

atoms in the next layer(s)

return ReactionCode

yes

yes

yes

yesno

no

no
no

Figure 5 ReactionCode encoding algorithm Once all atoms and bonds are encoded, all encoded
atoms present in the reaction center (depth = 0) are reverse sorted. If two or more atoms have
the same code, the conflict solver algorithm is started. The conflict algorithm will make a tree of
the connected atom (see Figure S2 in Supplementary Information) and compare the atom codes
and the bond codes of the atom present in the next layer using a BFS algorithm. The algorithm
iterates until the conflicts are solved and a proper order can be set up. Then, the connections
between the atoms in the current layer are made. Then, all the atoms present in the depth n+1 (if
any), which will be all atoms connected with those in the reaction center in this situation, are
reverse sorted. If there are any conflicts, they are first solved by comparing the position of the
connected atoms in the previous layer, then using the connected bonds, the atom properties
(stereochemistry, charge and isotopy) and finally in the next layer(s) if the conflict cannot be
solved. We iterate this process until all layers are processed.
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Layer 0 

Layers 0+1 

Layers 0+1+A 

Layers 0+1+2 

Layers  0+1+2 

           +A+B 

Layers 0+1+2+3 

            +4+5 

All Layers 

Figure 6 ReactionCode partial and complete decoding The ReactionCode can be decoded by
taking all or some layers. The layer 0 corresponds to the decoding of the reaction center only.
Layers 0+1 illustrates the decoding of the reaction center and all surrounding atoms in the
remaining group having a depth equal to 1, while layers 0+1+A incorporates all surrounding
atoms (remaining and leaving groups) with a depth of 1. Layers 0+1+2 and 0+1+2+A+B are
considering all surrounding atoms present in the depth lower or equal to 2. Layers
0+1+2+3+4+5 is an example where the reaction is decoded in its entirety but without the
leaving group. Finally, ”All Layers” represents the decoding of the complete reaction.
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SMIRKS

[N:1].[C:2][Cl:3]>>

[N:1][C:2].[Cl:3]

[N:1].[C:2][O:3]>>

[N:1][C:2].[O:3]

[O:1][C:2]>>

[O:1].[C:2]

[N:1][C:2]>>

[N:1].[C:2]

[N:1].[C:2](=[O:3])[O

:4]>>[N:1][C:2]=[O:4

].[O:3]

[N:1].[C:2][Br:3]

>>

[N:1][C:2].[Br:3]

[O:1].[C:2][Cl:3]

>>

[O:1][C:2].[Cl:3]

[O:1]=[N+:3][O-:2] 

>>

[O:1].[O-:2].[N:3]

[N:1].[C:2]=[O:3]

>>

[N:1][C:2].[O:3]

[O:1]([C:2])[C:4]=[O:3]

>>

[O:1]=[C:4][O:3].[C:2]

ReactionCode

0:907()[1]906(01GG

)[1]711(10GH)[1]|

0:907()[1]906(01GG

)[1]708(10GH)[1]|

0:708()[1]706(10GG

)[1]|

0:707()[1]706(10GG

)[1]|

0:907()[1]906(01GG

)[1]708(20GH)[1]50

8(12GH)[1]|

0:907()[1]906(01GG

)[1]723(10GH)[1]|

0:908()[1]906(01GG

)[1]711(10GH)[1]|

0:708()[1]708()[1]70

7(20GG10GH)[1]/c0

1HH02I0|

0:907()[1]906(01GG)[

1]708(20GH)[1]|

0:708()[1]706(10GG)[

1]508()[1]506(21GI12

GG)[1]|

Number of 

Reactions 45534 29834 28081 19265 18842 17153 12330 11833 11055 9849

Cumulative Reaction 

Sum 45534 75368 103449 122714 141556 158709 171039 182872 193927 203776
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Figure 7 Reaction center diversity analysis The UPSTO contains 9532 different reaction centers
(by extension 9532 reaction types). The graph illustrates the diversity of the reaction types of
UPSTO dataset. The x-axis corresponds to the reaction types, where 1 indicates the reaction
center, which is the most frequent in the dataset and 9432 the one, which is the less frequent. For
instance, the reaction center is common to 45534 reactions. The blue line shows the number of
reaction center types in the logarithmic scale (the reaction center 1 is present in 45534 reactions,
and the reaction center 2 in 29834 reactions). The orange line depicts the cumulative sum of
reactions. For example, the cumulative sum for the reaction center 2 is 75368 as the reactions
center 1 is identified in 45534 reactions, and the reaction center 2 in 29834 (45534 + 29834 =
75368). The table details the 10 most frequent reaction centers.

Tables

Additional Files

Supplementary Figure S1 — Stoichiometry management

0:907()[2]906(01GG)[1]906(01GG)[1]723(10GH)[1]723(10GI)[1]|

1:006(11GG)[2]006(99GH)[1]006(99GH)[1]006(99GI)[1]006(99GI)[1]|

2:006(99GN)[1]006(99GP)[1]006(99GL)[2]006(99GL)[2]006(99GM)[1]006(99GO)[1]|

3:006(99GU99GQ)[1]006(99GW99GV99GR)[1]006(99GT)[2]006(99GS)[2]|

4:006(99GZ99GY)[2]006(11GY)[2]|

Figure S1 Stoichiometry management The green molecule has 2 Br atoms, which both react
with the amine function of the blue molecule. The stoichiometry is 2 blue molecules for and 1
green molecule. Consequently, each atom of the green molecule has to be represented 2 times in
the product, which is encoded by [2].

Supplementary Figure S2 — Conflict solver algorithm
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0: 70E 708

1: 006 006

70E

708

006

006

A: Solving using the previous layer

723 723

906

907

0: 907 906 906 723 723

C: Solving using the current layer

0: 70E 708

1: 006 006

2: 006 006

3: 006 006

4: 008 006

708
70E

006

006

006 006

006

006

006

008

E: Solving using the next layers

70E

708

006

006

006

006
22

11

11

11 11
006 006

006

0: 70E 708

1: 006 006

2: 006 006

3: 006 006 006

B: Solving using the connected bonds

708

708

006

007

0: 708 708

1: 007 006

D: Solving using the next layer

906

Reaction centre Conflicted atom

Bond made                   Bond broken

006

22 Bond code  

Figure S2 Conflict solver algorithm After ranking each atom according to their codes, a conflict
algorithm solves the conflicted atoms (i.e. those sharing the same code). This algorithm
discriminates first by looking at atoms in the previous layers. If the conflict can not be solved, the
bond type is used. If the two previous processes have failed, the priorities of the connected atoms
in the next layer(s) are analyzed. A: The carbon atom with an orange atom code has a higher
priority because its connected atom (Si atom with atom code 70E) in the previous layer is ranked
first, while the carbon atom in purple is connected to the atom at position 2 (O atom with atom
code 708). B: As the first method failed to solve the conflict, the bonds are taking into account.
It takes into account the encoded bond types and the number of connected bonds with both
layers. All bond codes related to the connected bond to the atom are reverse sorted and merged
into a string. The merged code for carbon atom with an atom code in orange is 2211 and the one
for carbon atom with an atom code in purple is 111111. The carbon atom with an atom code in
orange is ranked first because the priority of its merged code is higher (2211 > 111111) by using
the string comparison method: compareTo). C: As both previous methods failed to solve the
conflict, the atom priorities are analyzed in the current layer. In this example, the two carbons
(906) were ranked by looking at the next layers. The Br atom with an atom code in orange is
connected to a carbon (906 in bold), which has a higher rank than the Br in purple connected to
a different carbon (906). (The carbon 906 in black is positioned 2d, while the other 906 carbon is
3rd). D: If the current layer method can’t discriminate the conflicts, the atom priorities are
analyzed in the next layer. The oxygen atom with an atom code in orange has a higher priority
because it is connected to a nitrogen atom having a higher priority than the neighbor (carbon
atom) of the oxygen atom with an atom code in purple (007 > 006). E: In this example, the
algorithm iterates over the next layers until being able to solve the conflict. The carbon atom with
an atom code in orange has a higher priority because the oxygen atom in layer n+2 has a higher
rank than the n+2 carbon atom (008 > 006). In the case of symmetry, where both path are
equivalent, a unique position is attributed to each atom and is used as a reference for solving the
next conflicts (ie sub-figure C, where both 906 carbon are ranked and used to discriminate the
ranking of both bromines (723)).
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 a b c d e f
0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
1 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
2 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47
3 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63
4 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79
5 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95
6 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111
7 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127
8 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143
9 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159
a 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175
b 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191
c 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207
d 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223
e 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239
f 240 241 242 243 244 245 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255

Table S1 Atom index encoding for reaction center and remaining group

G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
G 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
H 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
I 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
J 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80
K 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100
L 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120
M 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140
N 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160
O 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180
P 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200
Q 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220
R 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240
S 241 242 243 244 245 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260
T 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280
U 281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 299 300
V 301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317 318 319 320
W 321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340
X 341 342 343 344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360
Y 361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378 379 380
Z 381 382 383 384 385 386 387 388 389 390 391 392 393 394 395 396 397 398 399 400

Table S2 Atom index encoding for leaving group

Supplementary Table S1 — Atom index encoding for reaction center and remaining group

Supplementary Table S2 — Atom index encoding for leaving group

Supplementary TableS3 — Charge and Isotope encoding

C or i encoding C or i encoding
1 I -1 H
2 J -2 G
3 K -3 F
4 L -4 E
5 M -5 D
6 N -6 C
7 O -7 B
8 P -8 A
9 Q -9 9
10 R -10 8
11 S -11 7
12 T -12 6
13 U -13 5
14 V -14 4
15 W -15 3
16 X -16 2
17 Y -17 1

Table S3 Charge and Isotope encoding

Supplementary Table S4 — Atom stereochemistry encoding

Supplementary Table S5 — Bond stereochemistry encoding

Supplementary Table S6 — Bond order encoding

Supplementary Table S7 — Bond change status encoding

Supplementary Table S8 — Atom symbol encoding
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Symbol Type Shorthand Numeric shorthand encoding
@TH1 Tetrahedral ANTI CLOCKWISE (=LEFT) 1 1
@TH2 Tetrahedral CLOCKWISE (=RIGHT) 2 2
@AL1 ExtendedTetrahedral ANTI CLOCKWISE (=LEFT) 1 3
@AL2 ExtendedTetrahedral CLOCKWISE (=RIGHT) 2 4
@DB1 DoubleBond OPPOSITE 1 5
@DB2 DoubleBond TOGETHER 2 6
@CT1 ExtendedCisTrans OPPOSITE 1 7
@CT2 ExtendedCisTrans TOGETHER 2 8
@SP1 SquarePlanar 1 9
@SP2 SquarePlanar 2 A
@SP3 SquarePlanar 3 B
@TB1 TrigonalBipyramidal ANTI CLOCKWISE (=LEFT) 1 C
@TB2 TrigonalBipyramidal CLOCKWISE (=RIGHT) 2 D
@OH1 Octahedral ANTI CLOCKWISE (=LEFT) 1 E
@OH2 Octahedral CLOCKWISE (=RIGHT) 2 F
@AP1 Atropisomeric ANTI CLOCKWISE (=LEFT) 1 G
@AP2 Atropisomeric CLOCKWISE (=RIGHT) 2 H

Table S4 Atom stereochemistry encoding

Type encoding
E 1
Z 2
DOWN INVERTED 3
DOWN 4
UP INVERTED 5
UP 6
E or Z 7
UP or DOWN 8
UP or DOWN INVERTED 9

Table S5 Bond stereochemistry encoding

1 SINGLE
2 DOUBLE
3 TRIPLE
4 QUADRUPLE
5 QUINTUPLE
6 SEXTUPLE
9 AROMATIC
0 NONE

Table S6 Bond order encoding

score meaning encoding
0 unmarked 0
-1 not a reaction centre 0
1 a reaction centre 1
4 bond order changes 4
6 bond broken 6
8 bond made 8
5 4 + 1 (is a center and order changes) 5
7 6 + 1 (is a center and bond broken) 7
9 8 + 1 (is a center and bond made) 9
10 6 + 4 (bond is both broken and its order changes) A
11 10 + 1 (is a center, bond broken and order changes) B
12 8 + 4 (bond is both made and its order changes) C
13 12 + 1 (is a center, bond made and order changes) D

Table S7 Bond change status encoding

-1 is increased to 0
10 is reduced to 4
11 is reduced to 5
12 is reduced to 8
13 is reduced to 9
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Rb=25 Sr=26 Y=27 Zr=28 Nb=29 Mo=2A Tc=2B Ru=2C Rh=2D Pd=2E Ag=2F Cd=30 In=31 Sn=32 Sb=33 Te=34 I=35 Xe=36

Cs=37 Ba=39 La=39 Hf=48 Ta=49 W=4A Re=4B Os=4C Ir=4D Pt=4E Au=4F Hg=50 Tl=51 Pb=52 Bi=53 Po=54 At=55 Rn=56

Fr=57 Ra=58 Ac=59 Rf=68 Db=69 Sg=6A Bh=6B Hs=6C Mt=6D Ds=6E Rg=6F Cn=70 Nh=71 Fl=72 Mc=73 Lv=74 Ts=75 Og=76

La=39 Ce=3A Pr=3B Nd=3C Pm=3D Sm=3E Eu=3F Gd=40 Tb=41 Dy=42 Ho=43 Er=44 Tm=45 Yb=46 Lu=47
Ac=g9 Th=5A Pa=5B U=5C Np=5D Pu=5E Am=5F Cm=60 Bk=61 Cf=62 Es=63 Fm=64 Md=65 No=66 Lr=67

R=FF *=FE 2H=FD 3H=FC
Table S8 Atom symbol encoding



Figures

Figure 1

ReactionCode structure The ReactionCode is composed of three blocks. The �rst one describes the
reaction center (shown in blue) and starts with ’0:’, which corresponds to depth 0. The entire reaction
center (atoms highlighted in gray) is always stored in this single layer. The block in green illustrates the
atoms around the reaction center that are still kept in the product(s). This block can be composed of one
or multiple layers and each layer starts with a number followed by ’:’. The �gure indicates the depth of the
atoms present in this layer in relation to the reaction center. The block shown in yellow encapsulates the
atoms around the reaction center which are absent in the product(s). This block can be composed of one
or multiple layers and each layer starts with a letter followed by ’:’. The �gure indicates the depth of the
atoms present in this layer in relation to the reaction center. (The letter A means a depth equal to one.)
Each layer is terminated by a ’|’ symbol and is composed of a main sub-layer that starts after the :
symbol. The optional layers begin with the ’/’ symbol. /s characterizes the stereochemistry layer. /c
describes the charge layers. /i indicates the isotope layer.



Figure 2

Main sub-layer composition A layer starts with its depth, which is the distance of its atoms from the
reaction center (which has depth = 0). The next three characters characterize the atom. The �rst character
indicates the highest bond status among all bonds connected to this atom. (Table S7. For instance, the Si
atom (90E) is connected by 4 single bonds: 2 are not part of the reaction centre and are encoded by 0; 1
bond is broken, encoded by 7; and another one is made, encoded by 9, which is the highest bond status.
The two other characters encode the atom symbol (Table S8). E.g., 0E stands for Si. The connection table
is contained between the brackets. Each bond in the connection table is encoded by 4 characters. E.g., the
connection table (11GU11GS) encodes 2 bonds. The �rst two characters indicate the bond order in
reactants for the �rst one and in products for the second one, respectively (Table S6). 01GG means a
bond is made with the atom at index GG. The last two characters represent the index of the other atom to
connect to (see Table S2 for the reaction center and the remaining group and Table S1 for the leaving
group). The square brackets store the atom stoichiometry, i.e. the number of times a same atom is in the
products (Example in SI Figure S1).

Figure 3



Optional sub-layer composition An optional sub-layer is directly located after the main sub-layer. Such a
code is composed by the symbol ’/’ followed by a letter and indicates the modi�cation (/c for charge, /i
for isotope and /s for stereochemistry). Each block qualifying an atom or a bond is composed of four
characters. The �rst two characters are a number (2 characters) indicating the index (decimal system) of
the entity (atom or bond) in the current layer which has to be modi�ed. The next 2 characters are
encoding the change to apply to reactants (�rst character) and products (second character) (for isotope
and charge see table S3; for atom stereochemistry see table S4; and for bond stereochemistry, see table
S5).

Figure 4

Encoding and decoding process Encoding: The reactants and products of the mapped reaction are
aggregated into a pseudo-molecule. The bond changes are annotated: green for a bond order change,
blue for a bond made, and red for a bond broken. All atoms and bonds are annotated as part of the
reaction center (inside blue circle), remaining in the �nal product (green circles), or leaving the �nal
product (yellow circle). Finally, all atoms and bonds are encoded into ReactionCode by layers starting
from the reaction center to the outermost layer. Decoding: The ReactionCode is transformed into a
pseudo-molecule, which allows one to recover the initial reaction



Figure 5

ReactionCode encoding algorithm Once all atoms and bonds are encoded, all encoded atoms present in
the reaction center (depth = 0) are reverse sorted. If two or more atoms have the same code, the con�ict
solver algorithm is started. The con�ict algorithm will make a tree of the connected atom (see Figure S2
in Supplementary Information) and compare the atom codes and the bond codes of the atom present in
the next layer using a BFS algorithm. The algorithm iterates until the con�icts are solved and a proper
order can be set up. Then, the connections between the atoms in the current layer are made. Then, all the
atoms present in the depth n+1 (if any), which will be all atoms connected with those in the reaction
center in this situation, are reverse sorted. If there are any con�icts, they are �rst solved by comparing the
position of the connected atoms in the previous layer, then using the connected bonds, the atom
properties (stereochemistry, charge and isotopy) and �nally in the next layer(s) if the con�ict cannot be
solved. We iterate this process until all layers are processed



Figure 6

ReactionCode partial and complete decoding The ReactionCode can be decoded by taking all or some
layers. The layer 0 corresponds to the decoding of the reaction center only. Layers 0+1 illustrates the
decoding of the reaction center and all surrounding atoms in the remaining group having a depth equal to
1, while layers 0+1+A incorporates all surrounding atoms (remaining and leaving groups) with a depth of
1. Layers 0+1+2 and 0+1+2+A+B are considering all surrounding atoms present in the depth lower or
equal to 2. Layers 0+1+2+3+4+5 is an example where the reaction is decoded in its entirety but without
the leaving group. Finally, ”All Layers” represents the decoding of the complete reaction.



Figure 7

Reaction center diversity analysis The UPSTO contains 9532 different reaction centers (by extension
9532 reaction types). The graph illustrates the diversity of the reaction types of UPSTO dataset. The x-
axis corresponds to the reaction types, where 1 indicates the reaction center, which is the most frequent in
the dataset and 9432 the one, which is the less frequent. For instance, the reaction center is common to
45534 reactions. The blue line shows the number of reaction center types in the logarithmic scale (the
reaction center 1 is present in 45534 reactions, and the reaction center 2 in 29834 reactions). The orange
line depicts the cumulative sum of reactions. For example, the cumulative sum for the reaction center 2 is
75368 as the reactions center 1 is identi�ed in 45534 reactions, and the reaction center 2 in 29834 (45534
+ 29834 = 75368). The table details the 10 most frequent reaction centers.
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